52	THE RULE OF DISRAELI
These dispositions are related by so direct a pedigree to the
occasions of the Great War in 1914 that they cannot be passed
without comment. Two features were especially bad. One was
the transfer of Bosnia-Herzegovina to Austria-Hungary in a form
which denied, without extinguishing, the irredentist aspirations
of Serbia. But no one could stop Andrassy's achieving this; it
was the great victory of his brilliant diplomacy—one of those
fatal monuments over which the irony of history inscribes
JuvenaPs line: Magnaque numinibus vota exaudila malignis. On
Beaconsfield's side of the treaty, the division of Bulgaria south
of the Balkan range from Bulgaria north of it did no great harm
nor good in the sequel; it was ended within eight years. But
his return of the Macedonian vilayets to Turkey without any
stipulation for Christian governors was the second fatal mistake.
It ushered in thirty-four years of misrule, comitadji-fighting,
and massacre in that large and miserable area; and the best that
can be said in its favour is that it did not, like the San Stefano
treaty, prejudge unfairly the ultimate claims of the rival Chris-
tian nationalities.
In his general aim—to fend off Russia from Constantinople—
he succeeded remarkably. Nor is the subsequent history of
politics in Sofia any proof that what he feared (and Russia hoped)
of the Big Bulgaria was mistaken. Big Bulgaria would necessarily
have been much more subservient to the Tsar, because she would
have had so many Greeks and Serbs to coerce; what enabled
little Bulgaria to be independent was her compact homogeneity.
Yet this damming of the Russian current had results not foreseen
in 1878. In a profounder sense than Bosnia-Herzegovina or
Macedonia it caused the 1914 War, For the deeper source of
that conflict was the intersection at Constantinople of two rival
imperial 'urges'—that of Russia southward to the Mediterranean
and that of Germany eastward along the line Berlin-Bagdad*
Had the San Stefano settlement stood, Germany's ambition could
scarcely have developed this later direction; and although the
pressure of her gigantic force seeking imperial outlets in a pro*
empted world might in any case have caused an explosion, it
would not have been that explosion. And here we may note a
later oracle of Lord Beaconsfield's, in a letter of 4 November
i88o,x that, 'next to making a tolerable settlement for the Porte',
his 'great object was to break up, and permanently prevent, the
1 Quoted by Sir H. Drummond Wolff, Rambling Recollections (1908), ii.

